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ENCOUNTERS

Sounds of silence: reflections on songwriting and
international relations
Susanna Hast

Gender Studies, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland; The Finnish Centre of Excellence in Russian
Studies, Aleksanteri Institute, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland

Engagement

Writing orbits what cannot be said, and it struggles to express what we cannot articulate
(Inayatullah 2011, 8).

What if there was a form other than academic writing that would express the insights of
our rigorous, devoted, and passionate research? What if we acknowledge that form
affects the content? What if science takes the form of art?

In late 2014 I wrote my first ever song. I called it ‘The Pit’. It’s a song about
compassion in war, more specifically about a Chechen surgeon, Khassan Baeiv, who
was left to suffer the horrors of a pit during the First Chechen War. ‘The pit’ is a means
of torture where the person is left in isolation until he confesses a crime, dies, or is
bought back by the victim’s family. Baiev was held in the pit for over a week, where he
hopelessly suffered darkness, cold, hunger, fear, and pain. He was taken out of the pit to
be executed but was saved miraculously, at the last minute, right after he said his last
prayers to Allah (Baiev, Daniloff, and Daniloff 2003). ‘The Pit’ is a song about the
kindness of strangers (and I don’t mean the Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds [1996] song),
the unexpected, the human, the hopeful. The thing that still puzzles me is that I can’t
explain why I wrote a song about the pit and salvation. There was no conscious
intention or effort. I had never composed and I could barely sing at all. The song just
happened. Melody and lyrics appeared simultaneously, and something emerged that
looked and sounded like a song.

Then more songs appeared, and I wrote them all down. I recorded melodies
wherever and whenever, fearing I would forget them if I did not hold on to them
tight. All of the songs somehow tried to reconcile the horror of war with the beauty of
kindness. They contained aspects of both unbelievable cruelty and inspiring courage,
which I sensed with my being; engaging, connecting with research material that was
mostly composed of film and written testimonials, and later on personal encounters
with Chechens. I wanted to share that connection; it felt important and like something
new to bring into the discipline of international relations.

Soon after that I wrote the song ‘Deaf’. ‘Deaf’ is about a boy; his name is Sharpuddin,
and he lives in Anna Polikovskaya’s book A Small Corner of Hell (2003). Sharpuddin is
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deaf, and he finds relief in not hearing the sounds of war that keep others awake at
night. I wanted to recreate the boy’s story in a song, and I envisioned him not only
surviving the war but also healing. He lives in my voice, I thought. I can validate
Sharpuddin and others’ experiences through the songs, I later realized. Maybe I could
help someone. ‘Deaf’ was also my first song to be arranged and composed together with
Timo Rehtonen, a Finnish musician. Through this collaboration the song became real.
Real music. With the inclusion of more musicians in recording, rehearsing, and
performing the song, something solitary and amateurish became collective and credible.

But writing a song-story, or making Sharpuddin and his experiences the central
element of my song, forced me to face more ethical questions about doing research
about people, instead of states and structures. First of all, it was clear that my own life
was not detached from the songs. Second, how could I speak for someone else? We can
forget about objective science in the case of songwriting, but maybe we get something
else instead. Songwriting forces one to ask what does it mean to share someone else’s
story in a musical form, and what does it mean to attempt to touch or evoke emotions
and sensibilities rather than the intellect? Maybe, if words orbit what cannot be said,
music touches what cannot be said.

I see my method of songwriting and performing as a dance with other people. I did
not ask their permission, and I am sorry I had no chance to meet the characters of my
songs. Typically, I dance at a safe distance. I dance with a memory or a fictional figure.
But still I try to follow their rhythm, the pulse of their lives. I must be stepping on a lot
of toes too, but I try to be sensitive. I do not know what Chechens or others who
experienced war would feel about my songs but I trust the songs are still worth creating.

Performance

There is a song, because there is an emotion.
Before the songs I experimented with movement too, first at the 2014 European

Consortium for Political Research (ECPR) conference in Glasgow. There was some
awkward spontaneous movement (along with perhaps even more awkward choreo-
graphed movement) of different body parts synchronized with an oral presentation.
Somehow it made sense to make myself vulnerable when discussing vulnerable bodies –
that is, the bodies representing war experience. I have difficulty in accepting the idea
that war experience, when it is studied, can be expressed only in rigid academic
language: analyzed, theorized, and then folded into a package which begins and ends
in ‘I argue’. I do not want to argue that I know what war feels like, but I am curious to
find out as much as possible. Studying compassion in war – how could I do it in any
other way but through giving all the capacity I have got to feeling?

I think the movement I presented at Glasgow was the beginning of choosing
performance over presentation ever since. The performance was well received, but
something peculiar happened that would keep repeating when I performed for an
academic audience. People would often find it difficult to ask questions or give com-
ments. They might congratulate me on my courage, but would not touch upon the form
or the content of my work. It was as if there was an affect of discomfort circulating, or a
sensitivity of the audience to the imminent vulnerability of the performance/performer
that outweighed the need to say anything. It is a sort of paradox, because I was always
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waiting for a typical panel discussion after I had surprised everyone with a performance.
I would certainly not engage an artist in a debate after a performance, yet I expected
that from others. I believe that what causes this confusion, for me and for the audience
alike, is the mixing of the identities or roles of the academic and the artist, and a
negotiation between these two overlapping yet distinct forms of being in the conference
room. But if by letting go of the armour of the knowledgeable academic I can invite
something new into the space – be it mindful scholarship or a sense of awkwardness – I
cannot be doing too much harm.

Yet there has been less of such silence and more of discussion recently after my
performances, and it could be because I myself have become more comfortable and
more connected. I am still vulnerable but my methods are more known and under-
stood, which helps to build ground for performative art within international relations
scholarship. But the difficult question remains: what is the role of form, and how far can
we push the limits of science in the direction of art, which (supposedly) takes more
liberties? I still wonder, what is the purpose of this music-making; where is it getting me
and others? I have not yet ‘thought this through’ and I doubt I ever will. That is also the
beauty of it.

For the performer, the form is so compelling, so personal, so aesthetic, that it forces
one to ask more and more questions while finding fewer and fewer answers. On a basic
level, I have to ask myself all the time: am I good enough as a singer, songwriter,
performer, to do this? The songwriting method I have accidentally adopted includes a
personal engagement with emotions that is a form of self-reflection, and a critical one.
In the songs I fuse my life with the world that I study. The songs are never a
representation of war experience without being a representation of the researcher’s
emotional landscape and experiences too. There is such bareness in this approach that it
can be too much for some; I understand that. But in the end, it’s just about sharing
stories, which is something we all do. We share bits of our own stories in the process,
no matter if we try to shy away from it. In the end, it’s about engagement and
wondering. A song becomes embodied, it emerges in a special moment and space
though the physical beings present. It penetrates the body and might make it move, but
it does not explain the world, people, or phenomena. The song has no explanatory
power such as a theory might have; rather, it can excite an insight or a feeling. And that
is enough.

A song has no fixed meaning, if any meaning at all, for the particular listener, but
it takes part in the flow of meaning-giving and meaning-taking. What I most hope is
that the song touches and changes something, or sticks like a glue between
individuals.

Sharing

When stories are shared, lives become living and remembered. Stories change, they are
recreated and their authenticity can be questioned. Yet stories and memories make
people; they make war. Without stories of Chechen war experience – the emotions of
those on the battlefield and on the edges of battlefields – people would remain statistics
and their lives disposable (see Enloe 2014). Ordinary people’s voices would be silenced.
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We would not know how people became empowered and how they changed their lives
and their environments.

But how well does a song deliver someone else’s story? Arrogantly, in a way, and
compassionately in a way. Arrogantly, I erase the original voices. But I make my
apologies through the music. Compassion is somewhere there, when the listener
might hear her own story in the song. This is possible, because music is a direct
route to emotions, the opening and healing of wounds. I want to create a network of
solidarity with music. Different people can connect to hurt and love through music
from their own lives. It is not that we are able understand other’s experiences through a
particular song, but it might be possible to connect to certain inner states. A song is a
representation, but only through the life of the listener.

Rhythm takes over. It is difficult for the body to resist rhythm. You want to move
with the music. So move.
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